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ABSTRACT'
This paperlasserts that 'the basic skills, the three

Rs, should be considered as a'aeans to an end in educatiOn rather
than the end ,in itself.,LcOording to the author, one cf the cost
important tesic skills is the skill of "basic crap detecting"
advocated by Charles -Weingartner. Students need to develop their-own
critical insights. Bas4c skill number tworequires the teacher to4
pertit, or force, as the case may be, students to actively pursue
their own, education. The end result, of basic skill number three
should be for studentsto be acutely aware of what is logical and
what is illogical. The abilities to Analyze and synthesize represent
skills-nuaber four and five; respectively. Other important skills for
teachers include: helping students develop a writing style, helping
students discover who they are and that they have something to say,

-And helping students to. establish a-pattern-of-living which_iS
intellectual. It is suggested that the most basic skill is the'
Ability to create. Accordingly, -the nitimate goal of the teacher
should be to help all students fulfill their potential to/be
articul4ie, sensitive, confident and-creative persons. (LL)
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The emphasis upod a return to basics.is an unfortunate symptom

of i malaise which permeates our.coantry today. The teachers are the
.

scapegoats. What a horrifying t Ught_to consider returning to the

: 7

good old days Of the three R's../ ! The impe, tus for such a return comes'

.
%

.

from well-meaning but narrow- minded critics who, ironically, reveal the

inadequacies of basic skill eddcation.
.

We all remember those carefree times of the past, when memory

replaced thinking, When copying was more valued than creating;'when

filling in the blanks was the rule and composing was .the exception.

Some people still long for .spelling bees, work sheets, memorization,

old chestnuts to read ,(classics,; according to many, like Tale of Two

Cities, Silas Marner, Return of the Native). All one needed to "learn"

, in the old days was discipline -- usually the teacher's.'

bove all, learning the basics was easy- -- time-cons,uming, perhaps;

but we didn't have to think, we didn't ask questions, we-only answered

them; we.didn't disduss, interpret, analyz or synthesize; we took

notes and memorized them and then regurgitated them. There was no
.0

relationship. 12..etithe classroom and- life. .Tease's never tried to

/

. provoke/-, only to evoke. Codsequently, we didn't search for creative

.

.
answers to: questidns becaUse in class there were no puzzles; the values

-.

were clear` We didn't have to 41cnow how tp 4hop, copk-o, n-eat 1-- just'

swallow!
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In 1873, Francis, Wayland Parker presented:the-following report pp.'

the Quincy, MassachtiSetts school boar. e

The pupils could parse and construe'sentences
and point out the various parts of speech' with
great facility,. repeating the rules of grammar
applieable in each case, yet were utterly unable
to`put this theoretical knowledge-to any practical
use, as they showed when called upon to 1.irite'an
ordinary English-letter.

po people really care aboutLwhat Mr. Parker observed? -Many parents,.

politicians and educators apparently donit. The rallying cry of the

.
70's is "Give them basics!" Some teaches would probably welcome the

return to "parsing and construing, " because there is no wondering about

how to present the materieli no,worrying about whether or not the students

are interested or it!otivated; .no long hours'correcting and discussing

cOMbositions;,no wasted time with questions-and-arguments. Perhaps

Thomas Wolfe.was Wrong; we -can go home again; history can repeat itself.

Wj can turn back to those nostalgic, simple, -silent-black-and-white days.

The paSt alwayt appear% better.because it is knOwn, ,has-been,experienOed

and suffered through. It is safer too, because we.can repeat it with
6 ,

confidence. We assume that because we gre such Articulate, successful

people today that we can attribute this to the mirm who aught us

everything-there wa's*to know about-nouns - except, of cburse, hoW to use
. .

them - effectively. -If we'did stiffer, it was good for the soul; we

,.developed character, unlike the slouching,-long-haired, irresponsible
.

\ .. i

illiterates_that schobIs prduce toddy:. Ido not Mean to suggest that '..,.

'-. - .

the three II'S are drrelevant. Indeed; theyere basio; and liketevery-,

,t4ng else that is,bailc,,theare the means, no.t the end.
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When I think of basic skills, I come up with a different list

. than the usual ones. My basics,are'necessary to survive h what is

often an alien environment But why should We go,beyond the two R's?'

Once we have achieved basic literacy, haven't we completed our job?

Can't we open the door, and kick our students into reality? Parents

/
probably won't bother us. Most of-them are overwrought about spellirig,

,mechanics, gramMar. They usually ask why- their child doesn't know the

party of speech--- it would helphim,or her learn French. Or why

hasn't he or she read David Copperfield? Or how come pi.4ils todayr,-

don't have to'memoriie vocabulary for the S.A.:T.'s? What they should

be asking is can my child write a fluent, organized, logical and

Gat
creative essay? Can my 'child understand how to draw inferences, how

to analyze ideas, hOw the techniques of fiction are used effectively

or ineffectively by an author? has my child developed sound reading and

learning hapitselich will allow him or her to succeed, happily, in
__ ......-__ '

---.

college and in life? .Not only are these questions more difficult to

conceive, but the -*swers are compc-----e) wei°65576-167teach
...

.

b9.sic literary ski4s, but ,there are many other crucial shills which

also need to be taught.

One.of the most important basic skills-is Charles. We'ngartner's
,.-

skill of "basic crap detecting." If a student can't dist nguish lies

from truth, the average from the best, the specious frog e real; he

has not become a good crap-detector and is in serious trbt4ble. To use

more elevated diction, we need to hell) students develop c itical insights -- .

/

a-
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'their Own, not ours. To do-this we should follow the APP guidelines

for teachers and "serve as discussion, leaders, questioners, critics, and

sclars, helping the members of the'clas6 to assume much of the

responsibility for their-own learning."

Basic skillnumber two is permitting, orllorcing, as the case May
/

kit .

be, the students to actively pursue their oFn.education. Unfortunately,

we tend to tell them (as in the good old days) what is good and right; and

they,tend to accept it. Afterall,Age are_the experts. One of our

primary goals is to teach students to edit -compositions for themselves

and to become critical (in the' rue dense of the rord). We'viant students
.

s ,

to be able to analyze and_correet their own compositions. We need to

.
;

. mnke_s_tudents_co=ct each_othe.es.,WrIting, push them into iarpendent________
-

, ,
1

.projects, throw good poells and poor, at them and have them be. able''

to tell us why a particular poem succel ds, while another one fa l.

tPerhaps, even more basically, we need lo make our students as4are of all

the media ploys which insidiously attempt to manipulate .people into

4., i

acceptingocrap. We might. start here anl. move to iterature.

i ,

Basic skill-number three follows f om one and two.' Students need

to become acutely aware or what is logic L and illogical. Teaching them
1

about logical fallabies is not enough: that is like teaching them

traditi6nal grammar. Instead, they should be taught to argue logically

and-to analyze pieces of writing fdr fallacies.

Basic skill'numberi3fOur precedes the other skills. We need to teach

,

them to.snalyze. WidOnts must know how' to take things apart if they'are
u

to understated how the partsas well as the whOle, function. They can

t 5 --
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analyze ads, poems, sentences, paragraphs. But we should not let the
- 4

students be satisfied with a superficial analysis. They should dig,

question why and how, reach out and stretch their minds.

Synthesis is basic skill number five. Students need to know how to

put things together. FOr example, after a poem is analyzed, students

, . .should be able to see it as a whole, with new meaning, pleasure and

'confidence. Analysis is also a means, not an end; whereas in the good

old days it was an end. Questions which compare the tragic heroes in

Macbeth and iehard III.call.for synthesis skills. Synthesis is difficult

to teach because it demands analysis, organization, judgement and

confidence. .Itis probably the most sophisticated skill we can develop

in our students,

We also need,to help our students develop a style of writing. It is

usually there, lurking in the soul, often suppressed by Mechanical and

rhetorical problems. Many students are not self-assui-ed enough to work on
.

Style, but then again many are. Teaching this "skill' is a happy, and

exhilarating experience, because we are really helping our students grow

beyond mechanical competency, and into using their personalities as

a powerful technique. In other words;' we are talking about their uniqueness,

permeating their writing.' Of course, it always does. But we are-talking

about-their being able to control what.they,,have to say in.their'own

special way that conveys not only their subject but also-themselves.
.

Yet another closely related important basic skill number, seven) is

to help students discover who they are-and that thelikhavesomething..to say.

Disorganized unfocussed writing reveals a lack Of confidence. and confidence
.

0



is crucial to success.

the good'old 8asie skil

It

,:Unfortunately, too!
t

much of QdaatiOn,;:especially

is type, plays uporilackeof confidence_and el/en

develops and reinforces it becau it is an effective Way pf controlling

.

students.

Especially with our brighteststudents,,we should help them establish :

a Pattern of living which is intellectual a habit Nhieh draws upon

,
.all the previously mehtioned-gkills.Wt can not let our students be

satisfied with the superN.cial or banal.' By our own example ;, by encouraging

and rewarding stude s when they are perceptive, creative; honest, wise-

and sensitive, we can help they to enrich their lives with a depth of

. meaning not achieved by many Raople.

One good way of achieving this end i7 by developing aelove gpr the

knowledge, power and beauty that'literaturecan briaie.We might:encourage
0°'a-

.0"
this "skill" by having, students createliterat , aS well as read it,

-;
especi ly in;poetrybecause it makes them

inference and the imagination.

Perhapl the most basic basic istycreate, for creating is...theultimate

AF
synthesis of what we know. To oreate 4'*to transcend limits, to assert

oneself and even O celebrate onesel either publicly or privately.

Creating'demands confidence, know ge, intuitive basic skills -- the

ability "to put it all' togethe " Unfortunately, the back-to-basics

9

are of language, structure,

.1`

,movement is anticreative, for ittiappasizes limits and ignores the individual
"4
-"N.,

personality. a.

Ultimately, then, our purpose is-to help atour studentsfulfill
4110, /If

their potential to be articulate, sensitive, confident4ckpd creative

per4ns. The philosoger, Ludwig Wittgenstein said, "The lilfiits of my

7
.,..0
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language mean the limits of my world." Our basic goal is- to help our.

students_ transcend limits and.- thereby become- free to explore an endlessly.
_ _ _ _ ;

/1-

provocative and meaning ul world..

-)`
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